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Editor’s Introduction

This volume contains two commonplaces and one lengthy appendix. The two common-
places come from the very first volume of Johann Gerhard’s Theological Commonplaces, 
published in 1610: On Sacred Scripture and On Interpreting Sacred Scripture. The first of 
these two commonplaces is easily confused with the 1625 Exegesis commonplace On Holy 
Scripture, published in translation by Concordia Publishing House in 2009. The 1625 
Exegesis was Gerhard’s extensive supplement to several of the commonplaces that he had 
treated more briefly in 1610. The 1625 commonplaces were not, however, supposed to 
be a replacement for what he wrote in 1610. Therefore we are happy now to bring forth 
the 1610 Commonplace I On Sacred Scripture to stand alongside the 1625 Exegesis com-
monplace On Holy Scripture.

Both of the commonplaces in the present volume were published in 1610 together 
with Gerhard’s commonplaces On the Nature of God, On the Three Elohim (i.e., “Divine 
Persons”), On God the Father and His Eternal Son, On the Holy Spirit, and On the Person 
and Office of Christ.1 The second commonplace was also published as a stand-alone tract 
in both German and Latin.2 The appendix is Gerhard’s Method of Theological Study, a text 
that began as lectures by the new theology professor to students at Jena in 1617 and that 
is related closely to the former two commonplaces.3 Although the Method was never a part 
of the Theological Commonplaces, the editors of this Concordia edition realize that it takes 
many of the themes of the first two commonplaces and expands upon them. In order to 
make this important text available to the English-speaking church and academy, therefore 
we include it here as an appendix.

In 1610, when these two commonplaces were published, Gerhard had been a church 
superintendent at Heldeburg for nearly four years and had been holding monthly disputa-
tions on theological topics in Coburg since February 5, 1607. Sometime that year he held 

1 Johann Gerhard, Locorum theologicorum cum pro adstruenda veritate, tum pro destruenda 
quorumvis contradicentium falsitate, per theses nervosè, solidè & copiosè explicatorum 
tomus primus: In quo continentur haec capita: 1. De scriptura sacra, 2. De legitima scripturae 
interpretatione, 3. De natura Dei, hoc est, de essentia & attributis divinis, 4. De tribus Elohim sive 
de ss. Trinitatis mysterio, 5. De Deo patre & aeterno eius filio, 6. De spiritu sancto, 7. De persona 
& officio Christi (Jena: Tobias Steinmann, 1610).

2 Johann Gerhard, Tractatus De Legitima Scripturae Sacrae Interpretatione (Jena: Tobias 
Steinmann, 1610); Johann Gerhard, Tractätlein von heylsamer Außlegung der H. Schrifft 
(Franckfurt am Mayn: bey Erasmo Kempffern, 1612).

3 Johann Gerhard, Methodus Studii Theologici (Jenae: Tobiae Steinmanni, 1620).
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a disputation on Holy Scripture, which was an initial stage of the first commonplace, On 
Sacred Scripture.4 The year 1610 also saw the beginning of the publication of Gerhard’s 
major theological works. Apart from the first volume of his Theological Commonplaces, he 
also published Comprehensive Explanation of Holy Baptism and the Lord’s Supper.5 Then, in 
1617, after moving to Jena the year before to begin lecturing at the university there in the 
theological faculty, Gerhard began lecturing on the Method of Theological Study.

On Sacred Scripture

Gerhard’s commonplace On Sacred Scripture has instructed many and led to several schol-
arly engagements with his thought, especially by Bengt Hägglund, Reinhard Kirste, and 
Robert Preus.6 An extensive, early commentary on this commonplace was provided by 
Johann Friedrich Cotta in the footnotes to his edition of this commonplace.7 Any scholar 
who would like to delve into the concepts and persons discussed here should not fail to 
consult Cotta’s Latin footnotes. His footnotes often refer to fuller discussions of these 
topics in the 1625 Exegesis Commonplace I On Holy Scripture or to Gerhard’s last major 
polemical work, Catholic Confession.8 We have included these references in our version 
as well.

Although Gerhard meant to keep this commonplace brief, the topics with which 
he dealt are nevertheless too extensive to be handled in passing. One topic, however, 
deserves mention: the authority of Scripture. Robert Preus showed that Gerhard and 
those who followed him ascribed αὐτοπιστία (“self-credibility”) to Scripture, that is, an 
authority that is not based on factors external to Scripture. Holy Scripture consists of 

4 The theses of this disputation were published as: Johann Gerhard, Aphorismi Theologici De 
Scriptura Sacra (Coburgi: Hauck, 1607). Cf. also Gerhard, Aphorismi Succincti Et Selecti, 
In Viginti Tribus Capitibus, totius Theologiae nucleum continentes: Ad Usum Disputationum 
Scholasticarum Accommodati & conscripti (Jena: Tobias Steinmann, 1611; repr., [Jena]: typis 
Joh. Jacobi Bauhöferi, [1663]), fols. A5v–B4r. This volume was published to give students 
an overview of theology, and it contains the theses of the disputations that he held at 
Coburg, though the list of “disputants” in the Aphorisms does not match the names of the 
respondents on the title pages of the previously printed disputation theses (see 1663 ed., fol. 
b3r–b3v, [b4]r).

5 Johann Gerhard, Ausführliche Schriftmäßige Erklärung Der Beiden Artikel von Der Heiligen Taufe 
Und von Dem Heiligen Abendmahl (Jena: Hammann, [1610]); translated as A Comprehensive 
Explanation of Holy Baptism and the Lord’s Supper (1610), ed. David O. Berger, trans. Elmer M. 
Hohle (Malone, TX: Repristination Press, 2000).

6 Reinhard Kirste, Das Zeugnis des Geistes und das Zeugnis der Schrift (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck 
& Ruprecht, 1976); Bengt Hägglund, Die Heilige Schrift und ihre Deutung in der Theologie Johann 
Gerhards: Eine Untersuchung über das altlutherische Schriftverständnis (Lund: CWK Gleerup, 
1951); Robert D. Preus, The Theology of Post-Reformation Lutheranism, vol. 1 (St. Louis: 
Concordia, 1970); Robert D. Preus, The Inspiration of Scripture: A Study of the Theology of the 
Seventeenth-Century Lutheran Dogmaticians, 2nd ed. (St. Louis: Concordia, 2003).

7 Johann Gerhard, Loci Theologici Cum pro Adstruenda Veritate Tum pro Destruenda Quorumvis 
Contradicentium Falsitate per Theses Nervose Solide et Copiose Explicata, ed. Johann Friedrich 
Cotta, vol. 1 (Tubingae: Cotta, 1762), 1–41.

8 Johann Gerhard, Confessionis Catholicae, 4 vols. in 2 (Jena: Steinmann, 1634–37).
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the words of God, and God must simply be believed. Preus called this a “rigid” position. 
Reason and all empirical investigation are incompetent to judge Scripture’s reliability.9 
There Preus was harmonizing Gerhard with Abraham Calov (1612–86). Yet in this 1610 
Commonplace I On Sacred Scripture, a closer look at Gerhard shows a more nuanced 
position. For Gerhard here, Scripture is not self-authenticating to everyone, but only to 
those who are already Christians. Christians will recognize Scripture as being the Word 
of God. Non-Christians, on the other hand, will have to be shown historical proofs of 
Scripture’s reliability from the ancient church’s testimony.10

For though the Holy Spirit is the chief and supreme witness, this is not where one 
should start in the conversion of such people; that is to say, they should not be told 
just to wait until the Holy Spirit, apart from means, testifies of Scripture’s authority 
in their hearts. Rather, they should be brought to the witness of the church, which in 
this respect serves the role of a teacher for the pagan student. . . . Then at last it may 
follow that the Holy Spirit will Himself bear witness in [the pagan’s] heart and seal 
the truth of His own words.11

For Gerhard, the Holy Spirit’s witness to the authority of Scripture in the hearts of 
Christians is not the only way to demonstrate its authority, even though for Christians 
themselves this demonstration is sufficient. Gerhard is actually arguing against Roman 
Catholic attempts to base the authority of Scripture on “the church,” a slight-of-hand in 
which the early church’s testimony to Scripture’s authority is thought to prove the supe-
rior authority of the modern Roman Church. His argument is not that the testimony of 
the early church plays no role in establishing Scripture’s credibility for anyone, but that 
for Christians Scripture’s authority is self-evident and is superior to the authority of the 
church. The church must be reformed according to Scripture, rather than the interpreta-
tion of Scripture being changed, like a wax nose, according to the “church’s” authority.

On Interpreting Sacred Scripture

This second commonplace, On Interpreting Sacred Scripture, was published in two forms 
in 1610: in the Theological Commonplaces and in a stand-alone tract.12 Our translation is 
from this stand-alone tract, though we have compared it with Cotta’s edition to ensure 
the text is the same. An excellent edition of the stand-alone tract and its German transla-
tion has been published, edited by Johann Anselm Steiger and Vanessa von der Lieth.13 
Steiger and Lieth have accomplished the laborious task of identifying every bibliographic 
reference that Gerhard brings forth. Our version follows the principles of this series. 

 9 Preus, Theology of Post-Reformation Lutheranism, 1:296–97.

10 1610 Commonplace I, On Sacred Scripture, §§ 18–26, below, pp. 10–13.

11 1610 Commonplace I, On Sacred Scripture, § 22, below, p. 11.

12 Tractatus de Legitima Scripturae Sacrae Interpretatione (Jena: Steinmann, 1610), hereafter 
Tractatus.

13 Johann Gerhard, Tractatus de legitima scripturae sacrae interpretatione (1610): Lateinisch–
Deutsch, ed. Johann Anselm Steiger and Vanessa von der Lieth (Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt: 
Frommann-holzboog, 2007).
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We have attempted to identify all the works cited, without bothering to verify whether 
Gerhard was citing his sources correctly.

The text has three excursûs.14 Chapter III examines the Papists’ position on inter-
preting Scripture. Chapters V–VI examines, again, the Papists’ means of interpreting 
Scripture, along with their polemical objection to Lutheran interpretation. Chapter X 
applies the principles of interpretation to the doctrine of the Lord’s Supper, against 
Calvinist objections. These are the polemical sections. The other parts deal more directly 
with how Scripture should be interpreted.

This commonplace takes its place alongside the great works of sacred hermeneu-
tics written by Lutherans in the first two centuries after the Reformation. These works 
of sacred hermeneutics include those by Matthias Flacius (1520–75), Wolfgang Franz 
(1564–1628), Salomo Glassius (1593–1656), and Johann Jakob Rambach (1693–1735).15

It is likely that Gerhard developed this commonplace for inclusion in the Theological 
Commonplaces and then authorized a separate printing of it. In § 195 Gerhard speaks of 
his previous “discussion” [disputatione] on Sacred Scripture. Rather than seeing this as 
a reference to a disputation in which he participated in 1604,16 this should be seen as a 
reference to Commonplace I, On Sacred Scripture, §§ 111–114. Gerhard sometimes refers 
to his commonplaces, or parts of them, as disputationes,17 a perfectly expected way of 
naming them since they indeed began as disputations and still bear many of the marks of 
disputations.

What was the occasion for this commonplace? In his preface to the stand-alone print-
ing, Gerhard documented the attempts of Robert Bellarmine (1542–1621) to undermine 
Holy Scripture’s authority for deciding matters of faith and morality. When Gerhard and 
other Lutherans countered Roman Catholics by using the words of Scripture, people such 
as Bellarmine took refuge especially in the issue of Scripture’s interpretation. According 
to them, Scripture retains its majesty and authority, but the true meaning of Scripture 
must be sought from the church, that is, as they explain it, from the pope. Therefore in 
this treatise (this commonplace), Gerhard seeks to block their escape by setting forth his 
thoughts on the legitimate interpretation of Scripture.18

Holy Scripture is God’s Word put into writing through the prophets and apostles. 
But with several competing confessions, all claiming to base their church’s teachings on 
Holy Scripture, it becomes necessary to discuss the right way to interpret the sacred text. 
In Commonplace II, On Interpreting Sacred Scripture, Gerhard first shows that Scripture’s 

14 Gerhard admits as much at the beginning of § 164, below, p. 108.

15 Matthias Flacius, Clavis Scriptvrae S. seu de Sermone Sacrarum literarum, 2 vols. (Basel: 
Oporinus, 1567); Wolfgang Franz, Tractatus Theologicus . . . de Interpretatione Sacrarum 
Scripturarum (Wittenberg: Matthaei Seelfisch, 1619); Salomon Glassius, Philologia sacra qua 
. . . scripturae, tum stylus et literatura, tum sensus et genuinae interpretationis ratio et doctrina . . . 
expenditur (Jena: Steinmann, 1623–36); Johann Jakob Rambach, Institutiones Hermeneuticae 
Sacrae (Jena: Hartung, 1725).

16 As does Steiger in Gerhard, Tractatus, 490–91, referring to Johann Gerhard, Theoremata de 
Scripturae Sacrae interpretatione (Marburg: Paul Egenolff, 1604).

17 See, e.g., On the Church (Commonplace XXV), § 53, § 70 (IX).

18 Gerhard, Tractatus, 10–17.
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true meaning can indeed be understood by human beings. “Is the Creator of the mind and 
language really unable to speak clearly?”19

Gerhard upholds the principle that each passage of Scripture has one literal sense 
that the Holy Spirit intended, and from this literal sense alone proofs in religious ques-
tions must be taken.20 Allegories are not inherent to the text but are brought to the text 
by the preacher (or reader). Nevertheless allegories in preaching are not to be rejected 
as long as they conform to the analogy of faith.21 Types, on the other hand, are different 
than allegories. Types are real foreshadowings in the Old Testament of a New Testament 
reality. Gerhard’s treatment on types is very brief, though he clearly distinguishes them 
from allegories.22

In his treatment of how to interpret Scripture rightly, Gerhard explains the rule of 
faith, ways to remove obscurity from passages, the role of the early church fathers as 
teachers of Holy Scripture, allegory, dogmatic (doctrinal) exegesis, human reasons, and 
reconciliation of apparent disagreements between parts of Scripture. Finally, Gerhard 
explains the three general requirements for interpreting Holy Scripture: prayer, medita-
tion, and testing.23

Method of Theological Study

These three requirements (prayer, meditation, testing) form the outline for Gerhard’s 
Method of Theological Study (1620), which is included here as an appendix. The Method 
arose from Gerhard’s lectures as a new professor of theology at the University of Jena. In 
these lectures he led his students through a plan for a five-year course of study focused 
primarily on the study of Holy Scripture, though not neglecting other areas of theology. 
The Method gives readers not just a list of what to study but also practical guidelines on 
how to study, guidelines that will benefit students and theologians even today.

The Method of Theological Study is presented in this volume for several reasons. 
First, the work shows us how Gerhard himself thought that theology should be studied 
and thus explains how he produced his Theological Commonplaces and other theological 
works. Gerhard did not simply rely on inborn talent; he had good methods. Here Gerhard 
sets forth a methodical approach to studying Scripture and dogmatic theology in which 
one is supposed to write down quotations and observations in large blank books orga-
nized by topic. If nothing else, this method explains how Gerhard could have vast quan-
tities of quotations at hand from theologians of all ages and confessions, apt for every 
situation.

Second, the Method presents the current church and academy the opportunity to see 
how the elite among German Lutheran pastors were educated. The theology faculty of 

19 Lactantius (Div. instit., bk. 6, ch. 21), quoted in On Interpreting Sacred Scripture (1610 
Commonplace II), § 25, below, p. 61. 

20 1610 Commonplace II, On Interpreting Sacred Scripture, § 133, below, p. 94.

21 1610 Commonplace II, On Interpreting Sacred Scripture, §§ 139–43, below, p. 96–98.

22 1610 Commonplace II, On Interpreting Sacred Scripture, § 138, below, p. 96.

23 1610 Commonplace II, On Interpreting Sacred Scripture, §§ 214–228, below, pp. 127–31.
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Comparison of Editions of Gerhard’s Loci

Title
Frankfurt/ 

Hamburg (1657)*
Cotta  
(1762)

Preuss 
(1863)

On the Nature of Theology (Exegesis) E preface E preface Preface

On Holy Scripture (Exegesis) E1 E1 1

On the Nature of God (Exegesis) E2 E2 2

On the Most Holy Mystery of the Trinity (Exegesis) E3 E3 3

On the Person and Office of Christ (Exegesis) E4 E4 4

On Sacred Scripture 1 1

On Interpreting Sacred Scripture 2 2

On the Nature of God 3 3

On the Three Elohim 4 4

On God the Father and His Eternal Son 5 4, part 2

On the Holy Spirit 6 5, part 3 [!]

On the Person and Office of Christ 7 5

On Creation and Angels 8 6 5

On Providence 9 7 6

On Election and Reprobation 10 8 7

On the Image of God in Man before the Fall 11 9 8

On Original Sin 12 10 9

On Actual Sins 13 11 10

On Free Choice 14 12 11

On the Law of God 15 13 12

On the Ceremonial and Forensic Laws 16 14 13

On the Gospel 17 15 14

On Repentance 18 16 15

On Justification through Faith 19 17 16

On Good Works 20 18 17

On the Sacraments 21 19 18

On Circumcision and the Paschal Lamb 22 20 19

On Holy Baptism 23 21 20

On the Holy Supper 24 22 21

On the Church 25 23 22

On the Ecclesiastical Ministry 26 24 23

On Political Magistracy 27 25 24

On Marriage, Celibacy, and Similar Topics 28 26 25

On Death 29 27 26

On the Resurrection of the Dead 30 28 27

On the Last Judgment 31 29 28

On the End of the World 32 30 29

On Hell, or Eternal Death 33 31 30

On Eternal Life 34 32 31

* The Jena ed. (1610) has the same enumeration, except that it lacks the Exegesis. Our edition follows 
this enumeration as well.
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Chapter IV: An Explanation  
of Our Position on Interpreting Scripture

The true interpretation of Scripture is to be sought from God’s Word alone.

§ 46. How, then, you ask, can we be sure about the true interpretation of Scripture? 
Surely one’s private whim in interpreting the Scriptures is not to be followed, is it? Must 
you not admit that Scripture is obscure in some places and in need of interpretation? 
From where is that to come? Is it not better for only the church to claim this authority 
to interpret than to grant every private individual license to follow his own whim? Was 
not Jerome perfectly right when he said (on Galatians 1): “Let us not suppose that the 
Gospel is in the words of the Scriptures, but in their meaning; not on the surface, but in 
the marrow; not in the leaves of the words, but in the root of the teaching.” From where, 
then, is the meaning to be taken? “Scripture cannot say which is its true meaning,” says 
Bellarmine (De verb. Dei, bk. 3, ch. 9). “Scripture cannot interpret itself. All heretics 
appeal to the Scriptures, but cast aside the Spirit.” The Papists repeat these and similar 
words speciously and pompously, but we respond in the following way.

§ 47. All knowing is the interaction between the thing to be known and the intellect 
doing the knowing, “because the act of understanding is the reception into the intellect 
of a representation [species] abstracted from the object that is to be understood, and then 
follows the action of the acting intellect,” as Scaliger maintains (Exerc. 307, sect. 21). 
Therefore the intellect doing the knowing must be adequate with respect to the thing 
to be known, just as with seeing, which is like a shadow and “pattern” [παράδειγμα] of 
understanding.

The illumination of the Holy Spirit is required for this.

§ 48. Because the divine mysteries of the faith have been put forth in the Scriptures 
and originated from God’s immediate revelation, they therefore exceed the sphere, so to 
speak, of our understanding, which has been wretchedly corrupted through sin: “The 
natural man does not perceive the things of the Spirit of God. They are folly to him, 
and he cannot understand” (1 Cor. 2:14). Accordingly, the illumination of divine light 
is required besides the natural capacities of our understanding and our “original,” so to 
speak, “abilities” [primaevas opes]; otherwise the mysteries put forth in the Scriptures will 
be [for us] a closed and sealed book.

§ 49. To this Luther says (De serv. arbitr., Jena, vol. 3, p. 167)1 that not even one iota 
in the Scriptures is clear apart from the light of the Holy Spirit, for everything is obscure 
to the flesh and perception of man with respect and reference to this. Granted, there 
is some light left to our reason which one can use in understanding and investigating 
earthly things and in the philosophical disciplines; the Law of God, too, partly points out 
external failures, but [our reason] is simply blind when it comes to the divine mysteries 

1 Cf. Bondage of the Will (1526), WA 18:609 (cf. AE 33:28).
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made known in the Scriptures. Even though they are set forth externally, one still cannot 
grasp their salutary and complete meaning apart from the internal illumination and light 
of the Holy Spirit. The distinction between the knowledge of the letter and of the Spirit 
comes from this.

Thus prayer is necessary.

§ 50. Prayer is necessary for us to receive the divine and supernatural light of the 
Holy Spirit, “for the Holy Spirit is given to those who ask” (Luke 11:13). “The Son, who 
is at the bosom of the Father,” reveals to us the mysteries of our salvation (John 1:18). 
Likewise, John 6:44: “No one comes to the Son unless the Father draws him.” Therefore 
we should pray the Father to bring us to His Son, and pray the Son to show us the Father 
[John 14:8]. “His anointing teaches you about everything” (1 John 2:27). “The Spirit is 
the one who leads into all truth” (John 16:13). Therefore we should pray the Holy Spirit 
that He would take what is set forth externally in the Word and write it into our hearts 
and seal it.

§ 51. This full illumination of the Holy Spirit is necessary for a salutary understand-
ing and interpretation of Scripture as a whole and all of its parts. This is why all readers 
and interpreters of Holy Writ need to pray that they would receive such illumination of 
divine light—and these prayers should be in earnest. Ps. 119:10: “O Lord, let me not 
wander from Your commandments.” Verses 12, 26, 64, 124: “Teach me Your statues.” 
Verse 18: “Uncover my eyes, and I shall ponder marvels from Your Law.” Verses 73, 125: 
“Give me understanding that I may learn Your commandments,” etc.

§ 52. The devout ancients knew this. Irenaeus (bk. 4, ch. 14): “God cannot be under-
stood without God.” The Christian poet put it this way:

Cease marveling at how, without God, no one sees God. Who can see the sun without 
the sun?

Origen (homily on Exodus 17): “God must be asked to deign to take the sealed book 
and open it, for He is the one who opens minds to understand the Scriptures.” Jerome 
([Letter] ad Pammach.) likewise says that Scripture “is a sealed book; its mysteries are 
hidden; no one can open [it] but the Lion of the tribe of Judah. So pray the Lord and say 
with Peter: ‘Explain Your parable to us’ [Matt. 15:15].” Theophylact (on John 10): “Once 
the Scriptures are understood and opened by the Holy Spirit, they show us Christ. The 
Holy Spirit is suitably the doorkeeper.”

§ 53. Here we shall repeat a most beautiful prayer of Augustine (Confess., bk. 11, 
ch. 2):

O my God, listen to my prayer, and let Your mercy hear my plea. Let Your Scriptures 
be my pure delights. Let me not be deceived in them nor deceived away from them. 
O Lord, hear and have mercy on me. O Lord, my God, the light for the blind, the 
strength of the weak, and also the light of the seeing and the strength of the strong: 
incline to my soul, and hear me crying from the depths. For where shall we go if Your 
ears are not present in the depths? In which direction shall we cry? The day is Yours; 
the night also is Yours. The times go by at Your command. Grant, therefore, time for 
our meditations on the hidden things of Your Law, and do not close it to those who 
knock. For it was not in vain that You willed hidden secrets of so many pages to be 
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written. Behold, Father. Look and see and approve, and may it please You in the sight 
of Your mercy for me to find grace before You that the inner parts of Your Word may 
be opened to me as I knock. I beseech You through our Lord Jesus Christ, Your Son. I 
beseech You through Him who sits at Your right hand and intercedes for us, in whom 
all treasures of wisdom and knowledge are hidden—it is Him I seek in Your books. 
Moses wrote of Him. He said this Himself. This did Truth speak.

§ 54. Moreover, we want what we have said so far about the necessary illumina-
tion of the Holy Spirit in grasping the Scriptures to be understood firstly and chiefly as 
pertaining to the mysteries of the faith that are set forth in the Scriptures. For though 
some things are so arranged in the Scriptures that they do not exceed the capacity of 
man’s intellect—for example, the outer husk of the historical events—nevertheless the 
human mind cannot by the power of its inborn light rise to understand the mysteries of 
the faith fully and salutarily without the Holy Spirit’s illumination. Some who are not 
yet illumined by the Holy Spirit can know about scriptural dogmas and grasp the history 
of the faith through the external ministry of the Word. They cannot, however, have 
πληροφορίαν (“certain, full, and saving knowledge”) without the Holy Spirit internally 
enlightening their minds.

The need for the Holy Spirit’s illumination does not prove that Scripture is 
obscure.

§ 55. This necessary illumination, which must be sought from the Holy Spirit, is 
required. This does not, however, prove that the Scriptures are obscure in laying out 
the mysteries of the faith. Therefore Bellarmine and other Papist writers are being quite 
clumsy when they hurry to prove their position about the obscurity of Scripture on this 
basis. The eyes of the blind cannot see even the brightest of objects—not even the very 
sun. But who would therefore attribute darkness to the sun? Even so, our understanding 
is so darkened that it does not perceive the mysteries of the faith set forth in the clear 
and conspicuous words of Scripture. But who would therefore attribute this darkness to 
Scripture itself?

The perspicuity of Scripture.

§ 56. On the contrary, so far are we from allowing the divine Scriptures to be 
attributed with darkness on that account that we instead contend that they should be 
attributed with having the power to illumine our understanding because the Holy Spirit 
enlightens our minds through His Scripture. All the pronouncements wherein the Word 
of God is portrayed in Scripture as light prove this, for its proper characteristic is to 
illumine. Ps. 19:[8]: “The command of the Lord is enlightening.” Ps. 119:105: “Your 
Word is a lamp to my feet and a light to my path.” Prov. 6:23: “Your commandment is a 
lamp and Your teaching a light.” 2 Pet. 1:19: “The prophetic word” is “a lamp shining in 
a dark place.” Just as natural light drives out darkness, so the spiritual darkness of our 
understanding is illuminated through the light of Scripture. Hence even “illumination” 
[φωτισμός] is ascribed to the Word of God (2 Cor. 4:4).

§ 57. This is why we assert that the light of the Holy Spirit is requisite for a salu-
tary understanding of the oracles of God. However, we further add that it is through 
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a diligent handling of the Word that the Holy Spirit wants to kindle this light in us. 
We should not think because of this that we should first await immediate enlighten-
ment from above by the Holy Spirit before we proceed to read, meditate, and search the 
Scriptures. Rather, it is in the Scriptures and through the Scriptures that this light of the 
Holy Spirit is to be sought and gained. This is why St. Peter said, “Pay attention to the 
prophetic Word as to a lamp shining in a dark place until the day” (divine understand-
ing) “dawns and the Light-giver” (Christ, “the Morning Star,” Rev. 22:16) “rises in our 
hearts” [2 Pet. 1:19].

§ 58. Naturally, Scripture lays out that which is necessary to know for one’s salvation 
in appropriate, clear, and perspicuous words, as we showed in its own place [On Sacred 
Scripture (1610, Commonplace I), §§ 40–52, 68–83; cf. On Holy Scripture (1625 Exegesis, 
Commonplace I), §§ 367–436]. Therefore an external light is not required to understand 
and interpret these things, nor a long, drawn-out interpretation. Instead, the Holy Spirit 
speaks brightly and clearly in such matters and through them wants to dispel the inborn 
darkness of our understanding.

§ 59. Therefore just as the bright radiance of the sun brings things to light, so the 
inborn darkness of our minds is driven out by the light of Scripture. Besides this inborn 
and natural darkness of our mind there is also another, acquired blindness by which 
people reject the light of the Holy Spirit and willingly avert their eyes from it, just as 
when someone knowingly and willingly closes his eyes before or after they have been 
filled with the sun’s light. It is this blindness of which Isa. 6:10 speaks: “Close the eyes of 
this people,” etc.

§ 60. One should not take the blinding and hardening of the ungodly and then con-
clude that the Scriptures are unclear in teaching the mysteries of the faith and require an 
external light, just as it would not be right to say, “Some people close their eyes so that 
the sun’s light will not be visible to them; therefore an additional illumination is needed 
to behold the sun’s light.” 2 Cor. 4:3–4: “If our Gospel is hidden, it is hidden to those 
who are perishing. In them the god of this age has blinded the minds of unbelievers, lest 
the light of the Gospel of the glory of Christ shine on them.”

The rule of faith.

§ 61. From the clear passages of Scripture comes the rule of faith, which is a summary 
of heavenly doctrine gathered from the clearest passages of Scripture. It has two parts. 
The first part regards the faith, the chief teachings of which are laid out in the Apostles’ 
Creed. The second part regards love, the sum of which is taught in the Decalogue. 
2 Tim. 1:13: “Hold to the pattern of sound words which you heard from me, in the faith 
and love which are in Christ Jesus.”

§ 62. Therefore whatever is necessary “has been revealed in Holy Writ,” says 
Chrysostom (Hom. 3 on 2 Thessalonians). If anything in them is rather obscure, then 
such things are not necessary for everyone to know for salvation. Accordingly, even 
though we may not always reach their proper and genuine interpretation, one still may 
not offer anything that contradicts the rule of faith when interpreting them. Rom. 12:[6]: 
“Prophecy” (should be given) “according to the analogy of the faith.”
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§ 63. Therefore one should be careful when interpreting the more obscure passages 
not to say anything that conflicts with the constant and eternal meaning that is contained 
in Scripture with clear words regarding each and every main point of heavenly doctrine. 
For all Scripture is “God-breathed” [θεόπνευστος, “divinely inspired,” 2 Tim. 3:16], and 
so all things in it are equally true [συναληθῆ]; nothing is contrary; nothing is inconsistent 
or disagrees with itself.

The remedies and sources of obscurity.

§ 64. The more obscure passages of Scripture are so either when taken on their own 
or when compared with other passages, for many things are clear enough on their own 
but then seem to conflict with other statements of Scripture. Although there is no true 
contrariety in the Scriptures, there is seeming contrariety of some passages that brings 
about some obscurity. We clear Scripture of any “disagreement” [ἐναντίωσις] but cannot 
say there is no “seeming disagreement” [ἐναντιοφάνεια] in some passages. The saying is 
clear enough when the Lord says (Ezek. 18:20): “The son shall not bear the iniquity of his 
father.” This statement, however, becomes a little unclear from Exod. [20]:5: “I, Jehovah, 
am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers on their children to the third and 
fourth generation.” The cure for this obscurity is a reconciliation of these passages, which 
should be drawn from the contexts and conformed to the analogy of the faith.

Other things are obscure when taken on their own.

§ 65. As for the things that are obscure when taken on their own, they are so either 
due to the things [res] or due to the words. You see, there is a permanent connection 
between things and words as between signified2 and signs. Accordingly, if things them-
selves are obscure, then obscurity arises in a speech or writing even though the words 
may be clear. On the other hand, if the words are obscure, then obscurity likewise arises 
in a speech or writing even though the things may be clear and evident.

The obscurity of things.

§ 66. The cure for the obscurity of things is the Holy Spirit’s illumination, since 
without it the articles of the faith are obscure and the book is closed and sealed. 
Moreover, the Scriptures set forth things, or mysteries of the faith, in two ways: in some 
places catechetically—that is, briefly, simply, and generally (this way of speaking is called 
“milk” in 1 Cor. 3:2; Heb. 5:12–13)—and in other places copiously, fully, and in detail 
(this way of speaking is called “solid food”). In Aristotle’s thought, this would be called 
an acroamatic treatment while the former would be exoteric.3 Therefore, in order to alle-
viate this obscurity, which arises from things, it is of no small importance to have certain 
axioms in every article [of the faith] to which we may always look as to a guiding star, lest 
we convey anything contrary to them when interpreting Scripture.

2 A “signified” is represented in speech by a signifier or sign. E.g.: An actual tree would be the 
signified of the signifying word “tree.”

3 “ ‘Acroamatic’ is that which is carefully sought out and requires the hearers’ attention” 
(Micraelius, Lexicon Philosophicum, p. 27).
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(1) The salutary knowledge of God is not inborn in our minds but must be sought 
and drawn from the revealed Word alone (Matt. 11:[27]; 16:17; John 1:18; 2 Tim. 3:15; 
2 Pet. 1:19; etc.).

(2) God wants be called upon in pious prayers and to kindle a salutary awareness 
of Himself by the working of the Holy Spirit, yet not immediately but through hearing, 
reading, and meditation of His Word (Ps. 119:105; Prov. 6:23; Luke 24:32; Acts 16:14).

(3) Just as we speak with God through prayer, so God speaks with us through His 
Word. Prayers are channels through which heavenly wisdom flows down to us; the Word 
is the fountain of this wisdom from which they flow out. The Word is the light of the 
mind, the cure of the soul, a mirror that shows the face of God. It is bread that nourishes 
the soul. It is the sword with which we can fight against our adversaries. It is the touch-
stone by which all teachings must be examined.

(4) Sacred Scripture is the sole and proper principle of theology, from which alone 
solid, proving arguments are drawn in theological questions. But now, one usually spends 
the most effort in learning well the principles of any field of knowledge.

(5) Sacred Scripture is perfect (Ps. 19:7), proclaiming the whole counsel of God for 
our salvation (Acts 20:27; 26:22). It is able to σοφίσαι us, to make us wise unto salva-
tion (2 Tim. 3:15). Is there anyone, then, who can doubt that continual, daily reading of 
Scripture is the highest need for the future theologian? (The reasons driving us to read 
the Bible frequently and continually are common and particular. The common reasons 
concern all Christians because of the divine Author of this book, 2 Tim. 3:16; the sever-
ity of God’s command, Deut. 6:6; Col. 3:16; the sublimity of the mysteries set forth in 
this book, 1 Cor. 2:6[–7]; and the benefit of reading it, etc. The [causes] particular to the 
theologian are laid out in 2 Tim. 3:16.)

(6) For these reasons, by his example, the royal prophet also commends to us 
reading and meditating on Scripture in addition to prayer. Ps. 119:13: “With my lips I 
have proclaimed all the judgments of Your mouth.” Verse 16: “In Your righteous decrees 
will I meditate; I will not forget Your words.” Verse 48: “I lifted up my hands to Your 
commandments, which I have loved, and I will busy myself in Your righteous decrees.” 
Verse 97: “How I love Your Law; it is my meditation all the day.” Verse 148: “My eyes 
anticipate being awake to meditate on Your Word.” Likewise, Ps. 1:[2] proclaims him 
blessed who “meditates in the Law of the Lord day and night.” Christ (John 5:39) com-
mands all the truly pious, especially those initiated by the sacred rites, to “search the 
Scriptures.” Timothy, bishop of the church of Ephesus, “knew Holy Writ from boyhood” 
(2 Tim. 3:[15]), and still the apostle bids him to attend to the reading (1 Tim. 4:13). 
(Alphonsus, king of Spain and Naples, boasted that he had read through the Bible fourteen 
times together with the usual glosses, Lyra’s commentary, and Burgensis’s Additionibus.)

Chapter II: How to Read Sacred Scripture

Many read Scripture, but without fruit. Some even read to the detriment of their 
and others’ salvation, namely, those who seek and gather support in [Scripture] for their 
preconceived errors like a spider [drawing] its venom from a rose. Therefore Scripture 
should be read:
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(1) Having first earnestly prayed God to open our eyes to ponder the mysteries of His 
divine Word.

(2) With a heart for learning and drawing out from Scripture the meaning of the 
words, not inserting preconceived opinions. Hilary (De Trinit., bk. 1, fol. 7): “The ideal 
reader is the one who looks for the meaning of the words from what they say rather than 
importing it; he brings [meaning] out rather than putting it in; he does not force the 
words to seem to contain that which he assumed they should mean before he read them.”

(3) With a humble, submissive mind, so that we consider that the divine Majesty, 
before whom the angels hide their faces, is speaking to us.

(4) With a firm intention to take our understanding captive under obedience to 
Christ [2 Cor. 10:5] and to believe the words of God even though to our reason they 
might seem absurd and inconsistent. Chrysostom (on Genesis, homily 21): “When God 
says something, none must contradict His words but consider what God declares to be 
worthy of belief, even if it is contrary to what the eyes see.”

(5) With a fervent spirit, not skimming or having wandering thoughts (Rom. 12:11). 
The incense of prayer kindles this fervent spirit in us.

(6) Frequently and assiduously, for it is not enough to read Scripture once or twice, 
but one must read Scripture repeatedly, continuously, and daily. Augustine (Letter 3 ad 
Volusianum, not far from the beginning):

The Christian Scriptures are so deep that I would still be making progress in them 
daily even if I tried to learn them and nothing else from early childhood unto decrepit 
old age, having the greatest free time, the utmost zeal, and more talent; not because 
the things necessary for salvation are so hard to come by in them, but once one 
has faith here—without which one cannot live a pious and upright life—there still 
remain so many things to understand shaded under so many shadows of mysteries. 
Not only in the words in which these things were said but also in the things that must 
be understood lies such great depth of wisdom that for the oldest, the keenest, and 
the most fervent in their desire to learn, the saying of the same Scripture holds true 
[Ecclus. 18:7]: “Once one is finished, then he begins.”

The rabbis have a good saying: “There is not one iota in the Scriptures on which moun-
tains of doctrines do not depend.” Holy Scripture is a sea, the depths of which we cannot 
fathom in this life, much less exhaust. Hence Ezek. 47:[3–]5 portrays it as a river. The 
prophet goes through one part of it up to his ankles, but the other part he could not enter 
because of its depth. Gregory (on Ezekiel, homily 7): “The oracles of God increase as you 
read them, for everyone understands them as deeply as he endeavors in them.” Scripture 
is a rock that does not usually pour forth the water of doctrine unless we periodically 
strike it by reading, meditating, and praying it. Therefore blessed Luther was right to 
sternly chastise the braggart-wisdom of those who, once they have read a biblical peri-
cope once, straightaway assure themselves that they understand it completely:

Beware, lest a sort of tedium and aversion for reading the Sacred Scriptures take you 
by surprise, otherwise you will never be able to succeed in the study of theology. You 
can never be too diligent in reading the Scriptures; what you have diligently read, you 
can never understand too accurately; what you have understood well, you can never 
teach to others too faithfully; what you have very faithfully taught, you can never 
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exemplify in your life too eagerly. Take it from Rupert, who knows from experience 
[Experto crede Ruperto].1

Now, so that the student of theology can apply himself to reading Scripture the more 
fruitfully and easily, he should divide [his reading] into cursory reading and meticulous 
reading [Cursoriam & Accuratam]. We will discuss each of these in particular.

Chapter III: On the Cursory Reading of Scripture

By “cursory reading” we do not at all mean that the Bible should be read with one 
merely skimming along without effort and attention, like a fleeing dog drinks from the 
Nile.2 Rather, it is with respect to the so-called “meticulous reading” that we call such 
reading “cursory.” In this kind of reading, we run through several chapters of the Bible 
every day, in our vernacular or in Latin, without looking at or referencing the sources, 
without noting emphases, and without using commentaries, so that the text of Scripture 
may become well-known to us. That is by far the main goal of such reading. The follow-
ing rules should be observed regarding this cursory reading:

(1) The distribution of cursory reading. Cursory reading should be divided into 
morning and evening reading. These books should be assigned to the morning reading: 
Genesis (50), Job (42), the Psalter (150), Proverbs (31), Ecclesiastes (12), Song of 
Songs (8); the four major prophets: Isaiah (66), Jeremiah (52), Lamentations (5), 
Ezekiel (48), Daniel (12); the twelve minor prophets: Hosea (14), Joel (3), Amos (9), 
Obadiah (1), Jonah (4), Micah (7), Nahum (3), Habakkuk (3), Zephaniah (3), 
Haggai (2), Zechariah (14), Malachi (4); and the apostolic Epistles in the New Testament. 
These books contain 665 chapters in all. To the evening reading should be assigned 
Exodus (40), Leviticus (27), Numbers (36), Deuteronomy (34), Joshua (24), Judges (21), 
Ruth (4); the two Books of Samuel: 1 Samuel (31), 2 Samuel (24); the two Books of 
Kings: 1 Kings (22), 2 Kings (25); the two Books of Chronicles: 1 Chronicles (29), 
2 Chronicles (36); Ezra (10), Nehemiah (13), Esther (10); and also the Apocrypha: 
Judith (16), Wisdom (19), Tobit (14), Sirach3 (51), Baruch (6), the two Maccabees: 
1 Maccabees (16), 2 Maccabees (15); the fragments of Esther (9), Daniel on Bel and 
the Dragon (5), the Prayer of Azariah, the Song of the Three Young Men, the Prayer of 
Manasseh (1), 3 Ezra (9), 4 Ezra (16); from the New Testament: the four evangelists, the 
Acts of the Apostles, the Apocalypse of John. These books contain 670 chapters. Now, 
as to why we assigned the former to the morning and these latter to the evening, this 
is because the books in the first group are, for the most part, didactic and thus require 
the greater attention that thrives in us in the morning. The books of the latter group are 
mostly historical, and thus do not require as much mental exertion as do the first, save 
the Apocalypse.

(If the Psalms are to be read separately and not counted, then you find that there 777 
chapters of canonical books in the Old Testament. If you read fifteen chapters of these 

1 Luther, preface to Spangenberg, German Postil (1543), WA 53:218 (cf. AE 60:285).

2 See above, p. 127, n. 1.

3 I.e., Ecclesiasticus.
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every week—two chapters per day and three on a seventh day—then you will complete 
all the books of the Old Testament once each year, except that three days are left over. 
It is easy to calculate how, if you want to multiply the number of chapters [read], then 
you can read through the same books of the Old Testament two or three times in a year. 
The New Testament has 260 chapters in all. If every week you read five chapters in the 
New Testament, then you will be finished in twelve months exactly. If you go through ten 
chapters of the New Testament every week, then you will finish it twice in a year.)

(2) Added together, there are 1,335 chapters in all the books of the Old and New 
Testament. So if one finishes reading two chapters of Scripture in the morning and also 
two in the evening, he will go through the whole Bible in its entirety in 333 and a half 
days. Thus there will still be thirty-two days of the year left for when sometimes one 
cannot complete the daily assignment because of unforeseeable matters. Now if one is 
even more diligent and makes it through reading two chapters in the morning, two before 
lunch, and two also in the evening, then he will finish in 222 days.

(3) Order. Because the New Testament is the explanation of the Old, one should 
begin reading with the books of the New Testament. The apocryphal books of the Old 
Testament are set aside for the end, or the canonical books are even read twice before 
reading the apocryphal books once.

(4) Some prescribe reading the books of the Bible according to historical order. This 
way, after 1 and 2 Samuel, one would read 1 Chronicles, 1 and 2 Kings, 2 Chronicles. 
And one would go through the writings of the prophets in the following order: first, 
Jonah and Obadiah, who lived under Ahab and Jeroboam, kings of Israel; second, Isaiah, 
Hosea, Joel, Amos, and Micah, who were renowned under Josiah and Hezekiah, kings 
of Judah, when the ten tribes were taken away; third, Nahum and Habakkuk, who fol-
lowed not long after, under Manasseh. Then should follow these in chronology as well as 
reading: fourth, Jeremiah and Zephaniah, who prophesied under impending exile; after 
these, fifth, Ezekiel and Daniel, who prophesied in the actual captivity; finally and sixth, 
Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi, who fulfilled the prophetic office after the return from 
captivity in Babylon. But it is better in reading to keep the order of sacred books as we see 
them arranged in the biblical codex so as not to disturb one’s memory.

(5) Material. For this cursory reading of the Bible, one can use Latin and German 
translations alternately, but in this way: that first one goes through the whole German 
Bible and then also the Latin. For both translations should be familiar to the student of 
theology: the German for use in sermons and the Latin for use in disputations. However, 
those who are already occupied in the ministry of the church can use only a German 
translation in cursory reading.

(6) Among the various German paraphrases of the Bible—those of the Swiss, Leo 
Jud, Piscator, Dietenberger, Emser, Polanus (New Testament)—Dr. Luther’s should be 
the sole recommendation for regular material for this cursory reading. For not only is 
it the only one used in sermons given to the people, but it also encourages a polished 
German style, wholly answers the Hebrew text according to sense, and can serve in 
place of many commentaries. For this reason, it is strongly recommended by the most 
pious Prince Georg of Anhalt (commentary on Psalm 16). Sturm (De exercit. rhetoric. ad 
Philippum comitem Lippianum, p. 8, fac. 1):




